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Part One of this article examined four major differences
between Revised Article 1 of the Uniform Commercial
Code and Nevada's current version of Article 1, codified at
N.R.S. §§ 104.1101 et seq. Part Two explores how
Revised Article I has fared thus far in other states and
suggests what the Nevada Legislature should consider when
deciding in the upcoming legislative session whether to enact
Revised Article I as written, whether to enact it with
revisions, or whether not to enact it at all.
News from the Front: The Fate of Revised Article 1
in Other States
Virginia was the first state to adopt Revised Article
1. Effective July 1, 2003, Virginia's version of Revised
Article 1 embraces the narrowed scope of the uniform
version, as well as the extension of course of perform-
ance to all transactions governed by
the Code. 2 On the other hand,
Virginia's version of Revised Article 1
rejects the unitary good faith
standard3 and the uniform version's
choice of law provision,4 opting to
retain the essence of former Section 1-
105, requiring some reasonable
relation between the state whose law
the parties choose by agreement and
the transaction the parties choose to
subject to that law.5
Texas, whose version of Revised Article 1 took
effect September 1, 2003, likewise embraces the
narrowed scope of the uniform version 6 and the
extension of course of performance to all transactions
governed by the Code,7 and rejects the uniform
version's choice of law provision,8 opting to retain the
essence of former Section 1-105.9 However, unlike
Virginia's, Texas's version of Revised Article 1
embraces the unitary good faith standard - requiring
both merchants and non-merchants to "observ[e]
reasonable commercial standards of fair dealing." 10
Idaho, whose version of Revised Article 1 took
effect July 1, 2004, Minnesota, whose version of
Revised Article 1 took effect August 1, 2004, Alabama
and Delaware, each of whose versions of Revised
Article 1 takes effect January 1, 2005, and Hawaii,
whose version of Revised Article 1 "take[s] effect upon
its approval,"11 also narrow Article l's scope,12 extend
the relevance of course of performance to all Code
transactions 3 and reject the uniform version's choice
of law provision,14 opting to retain the essence of each
state's former Section 1-105.15 Alabama, Hawaii, and
Idaho, like Virginia, reject the unitary good faith
standard.16 Delaware and Minnesota, on the other
hand, like Texas, embrace the unitary good faith
standard. 17
Massachusetts and West Virginia legislative
committees are presently considering their own
versions of Revised Article 1. Neither has passed either
house, much less both houses, of their respective
legislatures, and so their content may change between
now and when, if ever, they become law. The version
currently before the West Virginia Senate Judiciary
Committee follows Texas, Minnesota, and Delaware in
rejecting only the uniform choice of law provision and
otherwise adopting the uniform version of Revised
Article 1 in all material aspects, including the unitary
good faith standard.1 The version currently before the
Massachusetts House Commerce and Labor Committee
conforms in all material respects to the uniform version
of Revised Article 1, including the uniform choice of law
provision that every other state has rejected.19
What Is Nevada to Do?
... Article 1 provides rules that govern all transac-
tions covered by the UCC without regard to their
nature. It contains general rules of construction
for interpreting the provisions of the entire Code,
definitions applicable throughout the Code, a
choice of law rule that applies to the other articles
to the extent they do not contain their own
provisions on choice of law, and a few substantive
provisions applicable throughout the entire Code.
Its provisions are the coordinating mechanism that
holds the Code together, providing a level of
commonality across the various substantive
Articles of the Code.
Because the provisions of Article 1 apply to
the entire Code, the impact of decisions regarding
what provisions it includes is greater than that for
decisions regarding provisions in individual
articles...20
Everything else being constant, uniformity is good
for commercial law and, in turn, for commerce, because
the predictability fostered by uniformity reduces
transaction costs and "levels the playing field" across
jurisdictions. However, everything else rarely is
constant, and uniformity may bear costs as well as
benefits.
1. Course of Performance
The decision to explicitly import course of
performance into Revised Article 1 appears sound and
carries with it no apparent cost. A widely-recognized
principle of contract law counsels courts to look to the
parties' course of performance of a contract -
sometimes referred to as the parties'
'practical construction" of the contract
- when interpreting or construing that
contract. 21 It is not surprising, therefore,
that every state that has enacted
Revised Article 1 to date has enacted
Section R1-303 as drafted. If Nevada
enacts Revised Article 1, it should
enact Section Ri -303 as drafted. Doing
so will foster uniformity.
2. Choice of Law
The decision to allow parties to
choose the law of some jurisdiction
wholly unrelated to them or their
transaction is contrary to the prevailing
rules regarding contractual choice of
law22 and is sufficiently problematic
that none of the states that have
enacted Revised Article 1 to date have
enacted Section RI-301 as drafted. If
Nevada enacts Revised Article 1, it
should not enact Section R1-301(a)-(e)
as drafted. Not enacting Section Ri-
301(a)-(e) will foster uniformity.
3. Scope
The decision to narrow Article l's
scope - notwithstanding the protesta-
tions of its drafters that they did not do
so23 - is not costless, although the
benefits of uniformity may outweigh
those costs. Sales of intangible or
immovable personal property not
governed by another article of the
Code, which are within the scope of
Nevada's current Article 1, are
excluded from the scope of Revised
Article 1; therefore, parties to these
sales will, inter alia, lose the protection
of the Code's duty of good faith and fair
dealing and of the default statute of
frauds set forth in N.R.S. § 104.1206.
Nevada courts recognize an implied
duty of good faith and fair dealing in all
contracts, 24 so parties to contracts
excluded by Revised Article t appear to
be protected from bad faith and unfair
dealing. On the other hand, there is no
general statute of frauds that will fill the
gap left by the loss of N.R.S. §
104.1206. Some may see that as a good
thing. If a majority of the Nevada
Legislature does not, it appears to have
four options: (1) do not enact Revised
Article 1; (2) enact Revised Article 1,
but without the new scope provision,
Section R1-102; (3) enact Revised
Article 1, but with an expanded scope
provision that would encompass all sales
of personal property not governed by
another Article of the Code; or (4)
enact Revised Article 1 and either
amend N.R.S. § 111.22025 to include
sales of personal property not governed
by the Code as revised or enact a stand-
alone statute of frauds covering sales of
personal property not governed by the
Code in the wake of Revised Article 1.26
Enacting Section Rl-102 as written
while retaining a renumbered N.R.S. §
104.1206 is not an option, because, in
light of Section R1-102, a statute of
frauds in Revised Article 1 would not
apply to any transactions.
Thus far, the states that have
enacted Revised Article 1 have not
addressed the effects of its narrowed
scope provision, and nothing I have
read or heard suggests that any state has
declined to enact Revised Article 1
because of Section R1-102's effects.
Enacting Section R1-102 as written will
foster uniformity. That said, if the
Nevada Legislature enacts Revised
Article 1 without Section R1-102, or
with an amended Section R1-102 that
broadens the scope of Revised Article 1
to include transactions that are within
the implied scope of current Article 1,
the impact on commerce should be
negligible, as the net effect would be to
keep the scope of Revised Article 1 the
same as that of current Article 1.
Enacting or amending a non-UCC
statute of frauds to require a signed
writing evidencing a contract for the
sale of personal property not governed
by Article 2 or 8 should, likewise, have
a negligible impact on commerce, as the
net effect would be to require a signed
writing only in cases in which current
law already does so.
4. Good Faith
The only disagreement among the
states that have enacted Revised Article
1 thus far is whether to enact Revised
Article l's unitary good faith standard
or retain a bifurcated standard, holding
merchants and others assumed to have
knowledge of commercial reasonable-
ness to a more expansive definition of
good faith than it does non-merchants
and others assumed not to have
knowledge of commercial reasonable-
ness. 27 At this point in time, the split
is so even, it is hard to claim that any
act will promote uniformity.
Assuming that N.R.S. §
104.1201(19) affords non-merchants at
least as much protection in UCC
transactions as Nevada's common law
duty of good faith and fair dealing
would afford them in a non-UCC
transaction, the more interesting
question seems to be whether enacting
Section RI-201(b)(20) as written
would afford non-merchants less protec-
tion than Nevada's common law duty of
good faith and fair dealing. If so, and
assuming further that the Nevada
Legislature does not wish to erode the
good faith protection currently afforded
non-merchants in transactions
governed by the Nevada Uniform
Commercial Code, then it could follow
the slight majority, reject the unitary
good faith standard of Section Ri-
201(b)(20), and leave N.R.S. §
104.2103(1)(b) and 104A.2103(3) in
place to retain the current merchant /
non-merchant distinction.28 Alterna-
tively, Nevada could alter the language
of Section R1-201(b)(20), so that the
unitary standard would apply "except as
otherwise provided in Articles 2, 2A,
and 5," and leave N.R.S. §
104.2103(1)(b) and 104A.2103(3) in
place to retain the current
merchant/non-merchant distinction.
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